
15-20%
of all childhood 

cancers are 
sarcomas

13,000
new sarcoma 

cases are 
diagnosed
each year

5,000
people die

each year from 
sarcoma

THE NUMBERS

HELPING SARCOMA AMPUTEES

The mission of the Move For Jenn Foundation is to offer 
grants to sarcoma researchers and those who have 

suffered the loss of a limb to sarcoma and other 
affiliated diseases.  The foundation’s goal is to raise 

awareness of the disease through fundraising events, 
while also helping amputees afford or obtain an 

active-wear prosthetic, allowing them to regain strength 
and mobility faster, and getting back to the physical 

activities they enjoyed prior to amputation.

LIVES
IMPACTED

Jacob Poteat 
Korene Mosher 
Lauren Harback 

Jacky Hunt-Broersma 
Karen Jenks 

Harleigh Spartman 
Emily Powell
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2019 FUNDS
RAISED

$100,000+



LIFE IMPACTED

FIREFIGHTER JACOB POTEAT

"[I] have to climb stuff, have to crawl. I have to do all kinds of 
stuff. I think that will give me a way bigger advantage than 

I've got," Poteat remarked.

Jacob Poteat of Rutherfordton has dealt with a leg 
amputation and seven months of chemotherapy because of 

osteosarcoma.  The Move For Jenn Foundation surprised 
Poteat with a running blade Thursday.  Founder Jenn 

Andrews had her foot amputated due to sarcoma earlier in 
the year, too.  Poteat is the first grant recipient.  

LIFE IMPACTED

HARLEIGH SPARTMAN

"I used to really love running,"  said Harleigh.

For one teenage girl, this new leg is a game changer as she 
puts a new foot forward in accomplishing her goals in life. It was 
two years ago when cancer took her leg. So the steps she took 

today were pretty big ones.

Whatever burdens she's carrying, the cost won't have to be one 
of them, thanks to Jenn Andrews, a woman who knows exactly 
what Harleigh is going through. Harleigh is the seventh person 

they've helped, the first pediatric case.

P.O. Box 77578 | Charlotte, NC 28271
704.710.6299

MOVEFORJENN.ORG
@moveforjenn

The Move For Jenn Foundation is a 501(c)(3) nonprofit corporation that raises 
funds to issue grants for sarcoma research and amputees who need prostheses.  

READ ALL ABOUT THE LIVES IMPACTED AND DONATE AT

MOVEFORJENN.ORG


